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Barrett Firearms 99R Bolt Action .50 Rifles

£ 5,999

Description
Barrett 99R .50 BMG POWER, PURE AND SIMPLE. BARR-13307 99R .50 BMG 32" HB Blk Anodised Receiver
.50 BMG 32" HB Blk Ano Rec Rugged. Reliable. Uncomplicated. The Barrett® Model 99 is designed for one thing
only: to get the job done. With its brilliantly simple design, hard-core construction and surprisingly few moving
parts, it offers match-winning accuracy time and time again. Smooth functionality with dead-on accuracy, shot
after shot, the Model 99 in .50 BMG is competition ready. At the heart of this robust and accurate bolt action rifle
is a one-piece 7000 series aluminum alloy extrusion. A heat-treated steel M1913 rail is attached to the top of the
extrusion by closely spaced high-strength bolts. The match grade barrel is pressed and locked into the receiver,
creating a solid unitized structure on which to mount a riflescope. The Model 99 barrel is made in a heavier
contour to ensure repeatable accuracy. The .416 Barrett caliber brings new levels of precision shooting to the
Model 99. With the enhanced accuracy and increased velocity of the .416 Barrett cartridge, this rifle offers
incredible long-range precision. The bolt is machined from a single piece of S-7 tool steel. The action's strength
is exemplified by the 15 bolt lugs that lock into the machined barrel extension. The bolt's few moving parts
(extractor, ejector and firing pin assembly) make it reliable and easy to maintain. The Model 99 is easily
disassembled without tools by removing three quick-release assembly pins. These pins attach the trigger housing
and bolt guide to the receiver assembly. The match-quality trigger design is virtually maintenance-free and the
bipod can easily be detached for benchrest shooting.

Condition: Brand New

Sale type: Trade

Make: Barrett Firearms

Model: 99R

Calibre: .50

Certificate: Firearm - Section 1

Orientation: Right Handed

Gun Status: Activated

Recommended Usage: Various

